End Users Value Proposition
In iNfinite Answers innovative simplicity, ease of use, and “user” based subscription-pricing can reduce your technical
costs by as much as 70 per cent or more for information and accounting services as well as delivering a 100 per cent
virus-proof and hacker-free ERP system. iNfinite Answers replaces traditional integration, traditionally two to four
times the cost of the original software investment, with newly developed concepts in virtual modularization with a
potential to save end users significant costs.
iNfinite Answers introduces an environment whereby both large and small corporations can comfortably practice their
own unique brand of innovative ideas at roughly just one-tenth or less of the cost and time required by that of
traditional ERP and accounting systems. iNfinite Answers users can now do it without fear of disruption to their
existing information infrastructures or data.
Our seamlessly integrated data and natural workflow structure has eliminated literally hundreds of programs
traditionally developed in competitive systems used just to maintain data. The iNfinite Answers concept of long term
data retention and our reference point sub ledger updating methodologies not only employs and lets you experience
the benefits of many multiple use programs and procedures but it also helps to ensure a pristine consistency and
reliability in your data.
In 2006 data base expert, Curt A. Monash, Ph.D. made the following statement: “The ideal solution would extend
transparent DBMS caching across server boundaries, covering both database and application servers. Unfortunately, no
conventional DBMS vendor has yet found a way to make this strategy work. Oracle seemed to be heading that way for
a while, but gave up. IBM, which is a leader in both DBMS and app servers, doesn’t seem even to have tried.”
We have accomplished this in a very unique way which also allowed us to eliminate virtually every problem associated
with traditional ERP systems.
The ability to rapidly diversify your corporation in order to meet the changing needs of your clients also means being
positioned to fulfill the needs of a diverse ERP marketplace, something traditional systems simply cannot effectively
do. Our objective is to make your life easier, simpler and innovative.
For further information, please call your local iNfinite Answers support representative or Ron Bunn at 888-543-7633.

